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At the Liaison ComnQttee meeting in 1974 two points arose concerning
the report of the North Sea Roundfish ~orking Group which members of the
Group were asked to resolve by correspondence. These were:

1. .~ incorrect figure for Sweden's catch of cod in 1972 was taken from
a photocopy of aBulIetin Statistique manuscript and tabulated by the
Working Group. The group was asked to investigate the effect of using this
incorrect figure on the virtual population analysis for cod.

2. In addition to the whiting mesh assessment made by the - orking Group
the Liaison Committee had befere it an independent set of calculations
made by K.P. Andersen of the Danish Institute. The Liaison CoffillQttee noted
that the bvo methods gave a completely different pattern of long term
gains and losses and the Jorking Group was asked to resolve this discrepancy.

The cod virtual Dopulation analysis

At the Working Group meeting, the age compositions used for the virtual
population analysis for the northern North Sea cod stock excluded those for
both Sweden and Norway because the conclusion of previous Working Groups was
that the catches of these 2 nations were not taken from the North Sea stocks
for which age campositians were available. Thus, estimates of the total
mortality rate were unaffected by the incorrect Swedish catch for 1972. In
calculatinB the TAG for the northern North Sea, the allowable catch (that
calculated from the age composition data obtained from the virtual
population analysis) was raised to the total allowable catch by the ratio of
the average total catch from the northern Narth Sea to that of the average
of the catch less Norway's and Sweden's. In this calculation the data for
1972 were excluded because there was some doubt about thecuthenticity of
the Swedish catch data. Also, it was feIt that even if it had been correct,
it would not have fairly represented the long term average catch by Sweden.

The cod analyses carl~ed out are therefore in no way affected by
the incorrect Swedish catch for 1972.

~ing Mesh Assessments

Regarding the whiting mesh assessments, the Working Group had predicted
lang term gains for a number of cauntries, whereas Andersen had predicted
primarily lang term lasses. The reason for this was that .~dersen, and the

orking Group, had based their calculations cn different assumptions.
-~dersen, in his assessments, had assumed that a proportion of the fish
released by UK and Dutch vessels would be recaptured by Danish vessels.
The ~orking Group however had assumed that this would be unlikely and
that it would be better to assume that none of the fish released by rr~
and Dutch vessels wauld be recaptured by Danish vessels.
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O~~of' 'the dif'f'icU1ties'-of'm~ingmeshassessments.f'or North Sea, demersa.1
fishspecies is that the present state of knowledge about migrations is
,still'incomplete. .', '~; .. ', ",". .:.
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, ,Forexample, if' a countryincreases its mesh size and ,releases some
fish that otherwise would have-been retained,' it is ~ not yet possible to
prediet how these fish would move and henee in what proportions they would
be eventually captured by the variOU8 nations that f'ish in the North Sea.

Another f'actor is that Danish vessels take about 90% by number, of' the
total North Sea catch of whiting. This proportion is so large, that its
inclusion or exclusion f'rom the assessments makes .0. very big difference to
the'results~' " , ;,\."'"',;: ,," '".~ .
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The \/orking Group consider that'the 'e~timates g:lvenin the i";'orking
,Group Report, and ,those arrived at by K.P. Andersenprovide limits within-,-._
which the current :'estimatesmightb'e 'e'Xpected to 'lie. ""~ The Working Group

", rUrther consider trat the correct :'estimatesare likelY. to' lienaarer tO the
Working Group' estimates than to those given byK~P. 'Andersen; but that
until more is' kl1ow'nab6ut themovements '"of' whiting in tne Norlh Sea~ it is

,not possible to be more precise.
'.., . : ~ ,.

. , The Vlorkil~gGroup·fe'el:.;,there·fo~e, ~tha.t it'~vill'~cit b'e'pos'sible:to
improve :signif'icantly upon the whitingmesh 'o.ssessments·already made," until

more is known aboutthe movementsof whiting Within'the North Sea.: .
:. (,' --' - . '.' ~ , ,.:," ... ',~ t :" .. , ,

Correction

, "'0' • There ,is a 0 correction to be made toTable 2 of the Report of' the
".... ,,:North Sea Roundf'ish'\"lorking Group~" ' The"catch' 6f 'cod:~for 1972 in

, ' ... DiVision IVa 'should read 800 "and nO,t1699." The 'total, figUre 'for1972 ':
":' ,should read ~3462instead of.4362•
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